
TRAVEL COUNCIL INVESTMENT MEDIA BENEFITS
MEDIA COVERAGE

EDITORIAL FOCUS

From meetings with editors to customized media visit itineraries, the Media Relations department is a powerful conduit 

of information, and the Charleston area’s one-of-a-kind culture, food, history, landscape and personalities comprise 

our core messages. Your news translates to our fresh pitch ideas. This department frequently meets with editors and 

producers to create customized media itineraries, furnish photography and b-roll video footage and provide fact 

checking assistance.

This is a step-by-step timeline for one media lead. We generate these leads when a story assignment is confirmed. 

Responding to these leads with some sort of offer increases your chances of garnering editorial coverage. 

October 10 – 11, 2011: The CVB Media Department discusses upcoming visit with Jim Morrison. Morrison’s stories 

have appeared in Smithsonian, American Way, Southwest Spirit, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal and 

numerous other publications. The writer is vetted through internal and external databases.  

November 14, 2011: Jim Morrison confirms his assignment and provides the CVB Media Relations Department with 

a copy of his confirmed travel arrangements. 

November 14, 2011: The CVB Media Relations Department distributes the following media lead to all gold and 

silver Travel Council investors:

Media Lead Date: November 14, 2011

Deadline to Respond: November 16; 4 p.m.

Publications: Distinction is a large format glossy quarterly magazine published by Landmark Media and 

distributed to high-income subscribers of The Virginian-Pilot (circ. 152,198) in southeastern Virginia.

Number of Guests: 2 adults

Dates of Visit: December 2 - 4, 2011

Requests: accommodations, meals and attractions

Story Status:  The story will focus on architecture, food and history along with a few unknown gems.  

Interested in staying in a historic B&B. 

Please direct all offers and questions to media@explorecharleston.com.

November 16, 2011: The CVB Media Relations Department compiles and presents all offers to Jim Morrison.

November 28, 2011: A four-page customized itinerary is created based on Jim Morrison’s selections. It includes 

confirmation numbers, investor contact information and details about each aspect of the itinerary.  

December 2 – 4, 2011: Jim Morrison visits the Charleston area and is greeted with a welcome basket filled with 

Charleston-specific investor products, a detailed map, a visitor guide and an extra copy of his customized itinerary. 

December 5 – 8, 2011: The CVB Media Department coordinates photography of the Charleston area with 

professional photographer Keith Lanpher, also on assignment for this feature story. 

February 2012: The spring/winter issue of Distinction arrives on newsstands. It features eight gloriously 

photographed pages of the Charleston area and specifically highlights 19 Travel Council investors. 

MEDIA LEAD TIMELINE EXAMPLE



THE RESULT: DISTINCTION  WINTER/SPRING 2012
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